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Chemical control of polarization in thin strained films of a multiaxial ferroelectric:
Phase diagrams and polarization rotation
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The emergent behaviors in thin films of a multiaxial ferroelectric (FE) due to electrochemical coupling
between the rotating polarization and surface ions are explored within the framework of the 2–4 Landau-
Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) thermodynamic potential combined with the Stephenson-Highland (SH) approach.
The combined LGD-SH approach allows us to describe the electrochemical switching and rotation of a po-
larization vector in a multiaxial ferroelectric film covered by surface ions with a charge density defined by
the oxygen pressure. We calculate phase diagrams, analyze the dependence of polarization components on the
applied voltage, and discuss the peculiarities of quasistatic ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric hysteresis
loops in thin strained multiaxial ferroelectric films. The nonlinear surface screening by oxygen ions makes
the diagrams very different from the known diagrams of, e.g., strained BaTiO3 films. Quite unexpectedly, we
predict the appearance of ferroelectric reentrant phases. The obtained results point to the possibility to control
the appearance and features of ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric hysteresis in multiaxial FE films covered
with surface ions by varying their concentration via the partial oxygen pressure. The LGD-SH description of a
multiaxial FE film can be further implemented within the Bayesian optimization framework, paving the way
toward predictive materials optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 40+ years, ferroelectrics (FEs) have emerged
as promising materials for electronic applications. The early
proposals introduced the concept of a ferroelectric gate tran-
sistor [1,2]. The early 1990s saw advances in ferroelectric
random-access memories [3–5] and, spurred by the advances
in piezoresponse force microscopy [6–9], in ferroelectric
data storage. The progress in ferroelectric film growth led
to the concepts of ferroelectric tunneling barriers and mul-
tiferroic devices in the early 21st Century [10–12]. Notably,
many of these applications have been demonstrated as pro-
totypes and even as marketed devices. For classical oxide
perovskites, the difficulties in materials integration invariably
led to ferroelectric devices being overtaken by alternative
technologies. However, the emergence of binary ferro-
electrics such as hafnia and zirconia-based systems [13–15],
magnesium-zinc oxides [16], and aluminum-scandium ni-
trides finally breaks this paradigm [17,18], and combined
with the recent acute attention to microelectronic devices in
the United States, it sets the stage for rapid progress in the
field.

While the bulk properties of ferroelectrics are well un-
derstood and are generally amenable to characterization by
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a broad variety of elastic and inelastic scattering techniques,
this is not the case for ferroelectric surfaces and interfaces. In
particular, the early field of ferroelectrics identified the crucial
role of polarization screening on ferroelectric phase stabil-
ity [19], namely that in the absence of screening or domain
formation, depolarization fields will suppress the ferroelectric
phase [20]. At that time, it was postulated that an accumula-
tion of screening charges at the interfaces will compensate for
the polarization charges, and detailed screening mechanisms
were not considered. Later, the simplified approach in which
potentials on surfaces are prescribed, along with the introduc-
tion of the concept of a ferroelectric dead layer, reflected the
separation between screening and polarization bound charges.
This dead layer model is now de-facto standard in the field of
ferroelectrics [20–22], and it is used both for phenomenolog-
ical modeling [23] and for the interpretation of the results of
density functional modeling [24–26].

It should be noted that a rich body of work was devel-
oped in the concept of ferroelectrics-semiconductors. Here,
the interplay between a ferroelectric and a semiconducting
subsystem of the same material was considered, allowing
us to account for the polarization-dependent photovoltaic
[27–29] and photoelectrochemical [30,31] properties of fer-
roelectric surfaces. Interestingly, this direction is now seeing
a resurgence with the rapid emergence of hybrid ferroelec-
tric perovskites, in which ionic mobility is strongly coupled
to photovoltaic [32,33] and domain formation phenomena
[34,35].
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At the same time, very little theoretical work has been
done in the context of ferroelectrics coupled to realistic
surfaces and interfaces sustaining electrochemical and semi-
conductive behaviors, i.e., having finite density of electronic
or ionic states [36]. These scenarios correspond to realis-
tic boundary conditions on open ferroelectric surfaces via
ionic adsorption, which is intrinsically coupled to the sur-
face electrochemical processes [37–39] and in integrated
devices [23]. For open ferroelectric surfaces, there is now
a preponderance of evidence on surface screening by ad-
sorbed ions [40–42]. Previously, a theoretical formalism for
an analysis of ferroelectric behavior in proximity to an elec-
trochemically coupled interface was developed by Stephenson
and Highland (SH) [43,44]. The Morozovska and Kalinin
group [45–48] have developed this formalism further us-
ing the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire-Stephenson-Highland
(LGD-SH) approach. They derived analytical solutions and
relevant phase behaviors for uniaxial ferroelectrics in 2017,
and recently for antiferroelectrics with electrochemical po-
larization switching [49,50]. The analysis [45–50] leads to
the elucidation of ferroionic states, which are the result of
nonlinear electrostatic interaction between ions with the sur-
face charge density obeyed Langmuir adsorption isotherm
and ferroelectric dipoles. The properties of these states were
described by the system of coupled one-dimensional (1D)
equations. However, the influence of surface ionic screening
on the polar properties of multiaxial FE films covered by a
layer of oxygen ions has not been considered theoretically,
despite the fact that this case seems very interesting for funda-
mental research, is close to experiments, and is promising for
applications.

To fill the gap in the knowledge, we extend the LGD-SH
approach here to the very important case of multiaxial fer-
roelectrics, where the polarization can rotate depending on
the surface electrochemical conditions and strain. Polariza-
tion rotation is broadly perceived as one of the fundamental
mechanisms underpinning the enhanced electromechanical
and dielectric properties of disordered ferroelectrics [51,52].
Similarly, the interplay between polarization rotation enabled
by flat energy landscapes and disorder is broadly considered
to be one of the mechanisms behind the unique functionalities
of ferroelectric relaxors and morphotropic phase boundary
materials [53,54].

Below we present the formalism for this analysis, construct
phase diagrams as a function of pressure, temperature, and
strain, and discover highly unusual behaviors, including the
reentrant phase transitions between ferroelectric, ferroionic,
and nonferroelectric states. We calculate and analyze the
dependence of polarization, dielectric permittivity, and piezo-
electric coefficients on applied voltage.

The manuscript is structured as following. Section II con-
tains basic LGD equations and SH problem formulation with
boundary conditions. Section III contains an analysis of the
influence of mismatch strains and surface ions on the free
energy of the film. Phase diagrams, ferroelectric, dielectric,
and piezoelectric hysteresis loops are presented and analyzed
in Sec. IV. Section V is a brief summary. Calculation details
and auxiliary figures are listed in the Supplemental Material
[55].

II. LANDAU-GINZBURG-DEVONSHIRE-
STEPHENSON-HIGHLAND APPROACH

A. Problem formulation

Here we consider a system consisting of an electron-
conducting substrate electrode, a multiaxial FE film of
thickness h, covered with a layer of surface ions with a charge
density σ . An in-plane mismatch strain um emerges due to
the difference of the film and substrate lattice constants. As a
rule, the modern epitaxial technique allows us to select the
pair “perovskite film on perovskite substrate” with a given
um in the range from −3% (strongly compressed film) to 3%
(strongly tensioned film) [56].

An ultrathin gap of width λ separates the film surface
and the top electrode, which is either an ion-conductive pla-
nar electrode or an ion-blocking flatted apex of a scanning
probe microscope (SPM) tip. In the latter case, the gap pro-
vides a direct ion exchange with an ambient medium, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The exchange is principally important
for the considered problem because one needs to change
freely the partial oxygen pressure, and the situation cor-
responded exactly with the experiments in Refs. [40–44].
Since oxygen atoms are very small, a gap wider than
a lattice constant (e.g., 0.4–0.5 nm) can provide the ex-
change in the case of an ion-blocking electrode. In the
case of perfect electric contact, λ = 0, the ion exchange
is impossible for the ion-blocking electrode, but it is
still possible for the ion-conducting one. Below, we con-
sider λ as a parameter that varies continuously from 0 to
several nm.

Due to the presence of an ultrathin dielectric gap between
the top electrode and the surface of the film, the linear equa-
tion of state D = ε0εd E relates an electric displacement D and
field E in the gap. Here ε0 is a universal dielectric constant,
and εd ∼ (1−10) is a relative permittivity in the gap filled
by air with controllable oxygen pressure. A wide-band-gap
FE film can be considered insulating, and its electric dis-
placement is Di = ε0ε

b
i jE j + Pi, where i = 1, 2, 3, and εb

33
is the relative background permittivity of the ferroelectric
[22,57], and Pi denotes the ferroelectric polarization. The
background is the contribution to the dielectric permittivity
unrelated to the soft optic phonon mode responsible for the
appearance of the ferroelectric polarization [22,57,58]. As a
rule, it contains an electronic contribution and the contribution
from other phonon modes, and so its value is rather small
(4 � εb

i j � 10) in comparison with ferroelectric permittivity
[22,57]. However, neglecting the background effect and using
the expression Di = ε0Ei + Pi can significantly overestimate
the depolarization field.

A potential φ of a quasistatic electric field Ei satisfies a
Laplace equation in the gap and a Poisson equation in the
FE film. The electric boundary conditions, which are con-
ventional, are as follows: the equivalence of the potential φ

to the applied voltage U at the top electrode (modeled by a
flattened region x3 = –λ); the equivalence of the difference
D(gap)

3 − D(film)
3 to the ionic surface charge density σ (φ) at

x3 = 0; the continuity of φ at the gap-film interface x3 = 0;
and zero potential at the conducting bottom electrode x3 = h
[see Fig. 1(a)].
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FIG. 1. (a) Layout of the considered system, consisting of an electron-conducting substrate electrode, a multiaxial FE film of thickness h
with a polarization vector P, a layer of surface ions with a charge density σ (φ), an ultrathin gap of width λ separating the film surface, and
a top electrode providing a direct ion exchange with an ambient medium (from bottom to top). Adapted from Ref. [46]. (b) A typical phase
diagram of a multiaxial FE film covered with perfect electrodes. Color maps of the surface charge entropy S(T, ρ, h) (c) and built-in field
ESI(T, ρ, h) (d) in dependence on temperature T and relative oxygen pressure ρ calculated for h = 25 nm and λ = 2 nm. Other parameters
and designations are listed in Tables I–III.

For the geometry used in this work, the ions are located
exactly at the FE surface (x3 = 0), while in Ref. [43] they are
located a distance λ away. Hence, a complete ionic compen-
sation of the depolarizing field produced by the polarization
bound charge is possible under favorable conditions (e.g., in
some range of temperatures and pressures). It is important to
note that the ions are in the electric potential φ, which differs
from the electrode potential U applied at a distance λ away
from the FE surface. The effect of the gap thickness λ is thus
different from Ref. [43], where Stephenson and Highland put
λ = 0 in the Langmuir adsorption isotherm.

To determine the spatial evolution of the long-range-order
parameter-polarization components Pi, we use the combined
SH-LGD approach, the mathematical details of which are de-
scribed in Appendixes A and B of the Supplemental Material
[55]. The LGD approach is based on the free-energy func-
tional, F , which includes several contributions of different
physical origins. The first is a bulk energy Fbulk of the film that
is the Landau expansion on 2-4-6 powers of the polarization
components Pi. Being negative in a ferroelectric state, Fbulk

is responsible for the long-range polar order appearance. The

second contribution is the polarization gradient energy, Fgrad,
that is always positive in commensurate FE, and it increases
in the vicinity of polarization inhomogeneities, e.g., near the
surfaces, interfaces, and domain walls. The third is the electro-
static contribution of the film, Fel, the sign of which depends
integrally on the polarization and electric field direction and
magnitude. The fourth is the elastic and electrostriction con-
tributions, Fels, the sign of which depends on the elastic strain
and electrostriction coefficients. The fifth term is the film
surface energy, FS , that should be non-negative for the stability
of the polar surface. The last term is the electrostatic energy
of the gap, Fgap. Thus F has the form

F = Fbulk + Fgrad + Fel + Fels + FS + Fgap. (1)

The mathematical forms of the contributions to Eq. (1) are

Fbulk =
∫

Vf

d3r
(
aiP

2
i + ai jP

2
i P2

j + ai jkP2
i P2

j P2
k

)
, (2a)

Fgrad =
∫

Vf

d3r
gi jkl

2

(
∂Pi

∂x j

∂Pk

∂xl

)
, (2b)
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Fel = −
∫

Vf

d3r
(

PiEi + ε0εb

2
EiEi

)
, (2c)

Fels =
∫

Vf

d3r
(

Qi jkl PiPjukl + si jkl

2
ui jukl

)
, (2d)

FS = 1

2

∫
S

d2ra(S)
i j PiPj . (2e)

Fgap = −
∫

Vg

d3r
ε0εd

2
EiEi −

∫
S

d2r
φ

2
σ0. (2f)

Here Vf is the film volume and Vg is the gap volume. The
coefficients ai depend linearly on the temperature T . In gen-
eral, the tensor ai jk and the polarization gradient tensor gi jkl

are positively defined and are also regarded as temperature-
independent. Hereafter, we consider that ai j is positively
defined, and then one can disregard ai jk for the ferroelectrics
with the second-order phase transition. The electrostriction
coefficients, Qi jkl , can be of arbitrary sign. Elastic compli-
ances are si jkl .

The influence of elastic strains ukl , which are proportional
to the mismatch strain um, via the electrostriction coupling
term Qi jkl PiPjukl can be approximately taken into account
by the renormalization of the coefficients ai j and ai jk in
Eq. (2a), e.g., ai j → ai j + Qi jkl ukl [59]. Thus, elastic strains
via the electrostriction coupling can control the form of phase
diagrams and preferable polarization direction in FE thin films
[59]. The density of the film’s electrostatic energy, PiEi +
ε0εb

2 EiEi, is dependent on the surface ionic charge σ0, since
the electric field is charge-dependent. Below we will study
the joint action of mismatch strains and surface ionic charge
on the polar state of the ferroelectric film. Note that the density
of the gap energy [Eq. 2(f)] can be identically rewritten as the
product of the ionic charge σ0(φ) and electric potential φ, at
which point the factor ½ disappears [60].

An equation for the surface ionic charge density σ0(φ)
is analogous to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm [61] used
in interfacial electrochemistry for the electrochemical species
adsorption onto a solid surface. The dependence of the equi-
librium charge density σ0(φ) on the electric potential φ is
controlled by the concentration of surface ions, θi(φ), at the
interface x3 = 0 in a self-consistent manner, as proposed by
Highland et al. [43] and Stephenson et al. [44]:

σ0(φ) =
2∑

i=1

eZiθi(φ)

Ai

≡
2∑

i=1

eZi

Ai

[
1 + ρ−1/ni exp

(
	G00

i + eZiφ

kBT

)]−1

. (3)

Here e is an elementary charge, Zi is the ionization degree
of the surface ions/electrons, and 1/Ai are saturation densities
of the surface ions. The subscript i designates the summation
on positive (i = 1) and negative (i = 2) charges, respectively;
ρ = pO2

p00
O2

is the relative partial pressure of oxygen (or other am-
bient gas) [44], and ni is the number of surface ions created per
gas molecule. Two surface charge species exist, since the gas
molecule had been electroneutral before its electrochemical

decomposition started. The dimensionless ratio ρ varies in a
relatively wide range from 10−6 to 106 [43,44].

Positive parameters 	G00
1 and 	G00

2 are the free energies
of the surface defect formation at normal conditions, p00

O2 =
1 bar, and zero applied voltage U = 0. The energies 	G00

i
are responsible for the formation of different surface charge
states (ions, vacancies, or their complexes). Specifically, exact
values of 	G00

i are poorly known even for many practically
important cases, and so hereafter they are regarded as vary-
ing in the range ∼(0–1) eV [43,44]. Notably, the developed
solutions are insensitive to the specific details of the charge
compensation process [62], but they are sensitive to the ther-
modynamic parameters of corresponding reactions [63].

The expression for σ0(φ) is taken from Refs. [43,44],
where it was applied for ferroelectric surfaces, and corre-
sponding explanations based on electrochemistry are given
in the references cited therein. It should be noted that, when
oxygen ions meet free electrons at the tip electrode, there may
be some kind of electrochemical reaction leading either to
electrode oxidation or oxygen molecule formation. Possible
changes of the tip electrode state are not considered either
by Stephenson and Highland or by us. We assume that the
voltage applied between the tip and the bottom electrode is
independent of the electrochemical processes, which may take
place at the tip surface.

It is also important to note that while Eq. (3) pertains to a
specific case of surface electrochemical reaction, the proposed
formalism is considerably more universal. Equations (1)–
(3) jointly define the coupling between the polarization Pi,
the electric potential φ, and the potential-dependent surface
screening charge σ0[φ]. As such, this formalism can be readily
adapted to other electrochemical models, or to the specific
functional form of interface density of electronic or ionic
states.

B. Single-domain approximation

Since the stabilization of single-domain polarization in
ultrathin perovskite films takes place due to the chemical
switching, we can assume the absence of domain structure
in the ferroelectric film (see, e.g., Refs. [40–44]). In a gen-
eral case, the polarization can change significantly in the
x3-direction, especially near the film surfaces. To minimize
the effect, we also assume that the surface energy is negligibly
small (a(S)

i j → 0), which corresponds to the so-called natural

boundary conditions, ∂Pi
∂�n |S = 0. Assuming that a(S)

i j = 0, we
can neglect the gradient terms in a single-domain approxi-
mation and note that the distribution Pi(�x) does not deviate
significantly from the values 〈Pi〉 averaged over the film thick-
ness, namely Pi

∼= 〈Pi〉.
Neglecting the sixth-order terms of polarization, polar-

ization gradient energy, and surface energy, the free energy
density (2) per unit area acquires the form

f =
(

aiP
2
i + ai jP

2
i P2

j + Qi jkl PiPjukl + si jkl

2
ui jukl − E3P3

− ε0ε
b
33

E2
3

2

)
h − ε0εd

2

(
 − U )2

λ
+

∫ 


0
σ0(ϕ)dϕ. (4)
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Here we assume that the in-plane components of the ex-
ternal electric field, E1,2, are absent, and the out-of-plane
component of the field, E3, is proportional to the “effective”
electric potential 
 [49]:

E3 = 


h
. (5)

The expression for the effective potential 
 has the form
[49]


 = h
λ(σ0(
 ) − P3) + ε0εdU

ε0
(
εd h + λεb

33

) . (6)

Note that Eqs. (5) and (6) for E3 and 
 arise from the
boundary conditions for D3 discussed in Sec. II A. The surface
charge density σ0(
) is given by Eq. (3).

It is seen from Eqs. (5) and (6) that the out-of-plane elec-
tric field, E3 = λ(σ0(
)−P3 )+ε0εdU

ε0(εd h+λεb
33 )

, consists of the external field,

the depolarization field, and the field created by the surface
ion layer. The effective potential 
 contains the contribution
from surface charges σ0, the depolarization field contribution
proportional to P3, and the external potential drop proportional
to applied voltage U . The electrostatic potential φ is equal to
the effective potential 
 at the location of surface charges,
x3 = 0. Note that the SH model [43] neglects the effects of
background permittivity, while the expression (6) contains the
effect due to the presence of the gap (see the denominator
εd h + λεb

33). The sign of the ionic charge σ0 that compensates
the polarization is opposite to that in Ref. [44], because here
a positive P3 points away from the interface. Thus, all expres-
sions involving the term (σ0(
) − P3) are equivalent to the
terms (σ0 + P3) in Ref. [44].

III. FREE ENERGY OF THE FERROIONIC SYSTEM:
POSSIBLE PHASES

A. The influence of mismatch strains and surface ion
charge on free-energy coefficients

Following Pertsev et al. [59], the coefficients ai in Eq. (5a)
must be renormalized by a mismatch strain um, which can
change their sign for high enough compressive or tensile |um|.
The coefficients ai j in the same equation can change sign from
negative to positive due to the electrostriction coupling with a
substrate. Below we consider the FE films with a cubic m3m
symmetry of the parent phase that allows us to use analytical
results [59] for the renormalization of the coefficients ai and
ai j by the mismatch strain and electrostriction.

Assuming that |eZi
/kBT | � 1, the potential density (4)
can be further expanded in Pi and 
 powers [48–50]. As a
result, we obtain the expression for the “effective” free-energy
density from Eq. (4):

f = b1
(
P2

1 + P2
2

) + b3P2
3 + b11

(
P4

1 + P4
2

)
+ b33P4

3 + b12P2
1 P2

2 + b13
(
P2

1 + P2
2

)
P2

3 − P3Ẽ3, (7)

whose coefficients, derived in Appendix B of the Supple-
mental Material [55], depend on the mismatch strain um,
oxygen pressure ρ, and temperature T in the following

way:

b3(T, ρ, h, um ) =
(

a1(T ) − 2Q12um

s11 + s12

)
(1 + S(T, ρ, h))

+ λ

2ε0
(
εd h + λεb

33

) , (8a)

b1(T, um) = a1(T ) − um
Q11 + Q12

s11 + s12
, (8b)

b11 = a11 + s11(Q2
11 + Q2

12) − 2Q11Q12s12

2
(
s2

11 − s2
12

) , (8c)

b33(T, ρ, h) =
(

a11 + Q2
12

s11 + s12

)
(1 + S(T, ρ, h)), (8d)

b12 = a12− s12(Q2
11+Q2

12)−2Q11Q12s11

s2
11 − s2

12

+ Q2
44

2s44
,

(8e)

b13(T, ρ, h) =
(

a12 + Q12(Q11 + Q12)

s11 + s12

)
(1 + S(T, ρ, h)).

(8f)

The coefficient a1(T ) = αT (T − TC ) changes sign at Curie
temperature TC , and the inverse Curie constant αT > 0. Co-
efficients Qi j are electrostriction tensor components, and si j

are elastic compliances in Voight notation. The inequalities
b11 > 0, b33 > 0, b12 > −2b11, and b13 > −2

√
b11b33 should

be valid for the LGD potential stability. The first term
in the coefficient b3(T, ρ, h, um ), and the coefficients
b33(T, ρ, h) and b13(T, ρ, h), are proportional to the factor
(1 + S(T, ρ, h)), where the positive function S(T, ρ, h) is in-
duced by the surface charge as

S(T, ρ, h) = λ h

ε0
(
εd h + λεb

33

) ∑
i=1,2

(eZi fi(T, ρ ))2

AikBT
, (9a)

where

fi(T, ρ ) =
[

1 + ρ−1/ni exp

(
	G00

i

kBT

)]−1

. (9b)

The function S(T, ρ, h) may be interpreted as the con-
stituted parts of the positive and negative surface charge
configuration entropy, which depend on temperature, oxygen
partial pressure, film thickness, and gap width. The functions
fi(T, ρ ) can be interpreted as filling factors in the statistical
sum. Comparing their expressions with, e.g., the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function f (T, E ) = (1 + gexp( E

kBT ))−1, where g

is a degeneracy factor, we can associate g ∼ ρ−1/ni and E ∼
	G00

i . Below we use the terms “surface charge entropy”
and “filling factors” to refer to the functions S(T, ρ, h) and
fi(T, ρ ), respectively.

The second term in Eq. (8a) proportional to the gap width,
λ

2ε0(εd h+λεb
33 )

, originates from the depolarization field. The ef-

fective electric field Ẽ3 in Eq. (7) is a sum of a built-in field
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TABLE I. Homogeneous ferroelectric phases, the spontaneous order parameters, and free energy of the phases at zero total field,
ESI(T, ρ, h) + Ea(U, h) = 0.

Phase Spontaneous order parameters Free energy fR

PE P1 = P2 = P3 = 0 0

FEa P1 = ±
√

− b1
2b11

, P2 = P3 = 0 − b2
1

4b11

FEc P3 = ±
√

− b3
2b33

, P1 = P2 = 0 − b2
3

4b33

FEaa P1 = ∓P2 = ±
√

− b1
2b11+b12

, P3 = 0 − b2
1

(2b11+b12 )

FEac P1 = ±
√

− 2b33b1−b13b3
4b11b33−b2

13
, P3 = ±

√
− 2b11b3−b13b1

4b11b33−b2
13

, P2 = 0
−b33b2

1−b11b2
3+b13b1b3

(4b11b33−b2
13 )

FEr P1 = ∓P2 = ±√
b3b13−2b1b33√

2(2b11+b12 )b33−2b2
13

, P3 = ±
√−b3(2b11+b12 )+2b1b13√

2(2b11+b12 )b33−2b2
13

−b2
3(2b11+b12 )−4b2

1b33+4b1b3b13

4((2b11+b12 )b33−b2
13 )

ESI and an acting field Ea:

Ẽ3(T, ρ, h) = ESI(T, ρ, h) + Ea(U, h), (10a)

ESI(T, ρ, h) = λ

ε0
(
εd h + λεb

33

) ∑
i=1,2

eZi

Ai
fi(T, ρ ), (10b)

Ea(U, h) = − εdU

εd h + λεb
33

. (10c)

The built-in field ESI(T, ρ, h) created by surface ions is
significant for thin film, being proportional to the ratio λ

h .
Since, as a rule, εd h � λεb

33, the acting field is close to an ex-
ternal field, Ea ≈ Ee = −U

h . Also, we need to support positive
b11, b12, and b33 in the actual temperature range by the elec-
trostriction coupling, and to select an appropriate mismatch
strain to support either in-plane or out-of-plane polarization
that couples with a surface electrochemistry.

It is seen from Eqs. (8)–(10) that the influence of the
relative partial oxygen pressure on the multiaxial FE film
reduces to the influence of the surface charge σ0[φ] caused
by the adsorption/desorption of oxygen ions, mathematically
expressed via the surface charge entropy S(T, ρ, h) and the
built-in electric field ESI(T, ρ, h) penetrating the entire depth
of the film.

The static behavior of the polarization components, Pi, is
described via the nonlinear algebraic equations, which follow
from the minimization of the free energy (7), ∂ f

∂Pi
= 0:

(
2b1 + 4b11P2

1 + 2b12P2
2 + 2b13P2

3

)
P1 = 0, (11a)(

2b1 + 4b11P2
2 + 2b12P2

1 + 2b13P2
3

)
P2 = 0, (11b)(

2b3+4b33P2
3 +2b13

(
P2

1 +P2
2

))
P3 = ESI(T, ρ, h) + Ea(U, h).

(11c)

B. The table of homogeneous phases and material parameters

Homogeneous FE phases, the spontaneous order parame-
ters, and free energy (4) of the phases at Ei = 0 are listed in
Table I. The abbreviations “PE” and “FE” denote the paraelec-
tric and ferroelectric phases, respectively. The classification
and designations of FE phases are very well known [59] and
come from the classification of domains with a different orien-
tation of polarization. They are based on the letter-type “code”
for zero and nonzero components of P under the absence of a
total electric field. The nonzero components 1, 2, and 3 are
denoted with letters “a,” “b,” or “c,” respectively. If the same
letter “a” is used twice, it means that P1 = ±P2. For the sake
of brevity, we use the letter “r” for the “abc” or “aac” cases,
since it is a rhombohedral phase.

We also note that the built-in electric field ESI cannot in-
duce new FE phases with reversible polarization, but it can
induce the electret-like ferrielectric (FEI) phase (not listed
in Table I) instead of the PE phase (listed in Table I). The
FEI phase is characterized by a spontaneous polarization
that is absent in the PE phase. The boundary between the
FEI and PE phases is diffuse, and only that part of the PE
phase corresponding to ρ � 1 (or ρ � 1) becomes the FEI
phase. Of course, the built-in field can induce the polariza-
tion component P3 in the FEaa phase, but it is electret-like
and not bistable. Simple analytical expressions for the FEI
phase energy and electret-like polarization components are
absent.

Table II contains the material parameters of a hypothetic
bulk ferroelectric close to BaTiO3, used in this work. From
the table, the coefficient a11 = 3.6 (T + 222) × 106 m5J/C4

is positive at all temperatures. In contrast, the value a11 =
3.6 (T − 448) × 106 m5J/C4, used by Pertsev et al. [59], is
negative below 448 K. The electrostriction coupling term,

TABLE II. LGD coefficients and other material parameters of a bulk BaTiO3.

Coefficient Numerical value Refs.

εb
33 (dimensionless) 7 [64]

ai (mJ/C2) a1 = αT (T − TC ), αT = 3.3 × 105, TC = 383 [59]
ai j (m5J/C4) a11 = 3.6 (T + 222) × 106 (this work), a12 = 4.9 × 108 (Ref. [59]) This work
Qi j (m4/C2) Q11 = 0.11, Q12 = −0.043, Q44 = 0.059 [65]
si j (Pa−1) s11 = 8.3 × 10−12, s12 = −2.7 × 10−12, s44 = 9.24 × 10−12 [66]
h (nm) 5–50 Variable
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TABLE III. Geometrical, surface ion-related, and interfacial parameters.

Substrate/BaTiO3

Description Designation and dimensionality film/ionic charge/gap/tip

Film thickness h (nm) Vary from 5 to 50 nm
Mismatch strain um (dimensionless) Variable
Equilibrium surface charge density σ0(φ) (C/m2) Variable
Occupation degree of surface ions θ i (dimensionless) Variable
Relative oxygen partial pressure ρ (dimensionless) Vary from 10−6 to 106

Width of the dielectric gap λ (nm) 0.2–2
Permittivity of the dielectric gap εd (dimensionless) 1–10
Universal dielectric constant ε0 (F/m) 8.85 × 10−12

Electron charge e (C) 1.6 × 10−19

Ionization degree of the surface ions Zi (dimensionless) Z1 = +2, Z2 = −2
Number of surface ions created ni (dimensionless) n1 = −2, n2 = +2

per oxygen moleculea

Saturation area of the surface ions Ai (m2) A1 = A2 = A = 10−18

Surface defect/ion formation energy 	G00
i (eV) 0.1–0.3, we suggest

	G00
1 = 	G00

2 = 	G = 0.2

aThere was a repeated typographical error in earlier works [44–47], where we regard that n1 = +2, n2 = −2. This difference leads to the
different signs of the built-in field [see Eqs. (9) and (10b) in this work], while other results, such as phase diagrams, remained the same under
the conditions n1 = −n2, Z1 = −Z2, A1 = A2 = A, and 	G00

1 = 	G00
2 = 	G.

s11(Q2
11+Q2

12 )−2Q11Q12s12

2(s2
11−s2

12 )
, appeared too small to make the Pertsev

et al. coefficient b11 positive above 245 K, requiring inclusion
of the higher terms in Eq. (4), which are proportional to
ai jk . Since the inclusion of the higher terms prevents us from
deriving analytical results, we use positive a11 from Table II
and neglect the higher terms. The results listed in Table I are
used in this work, and, as will be demonstrated in the next
section, the selected positive value of a11 leads to the phase
diagram structure similar to the one calculated by Pertsev et al.
for BaTiO3 [compare Figs. 1(b) and 1(a) from Ref. [59]].

Table III contains surface ion-related, geometrical, and in-
terfacial parameters. As follows from the table, the surface
charge entropy

S(T, ρ, h) = S

(
T,

1

ρ
, h

)
∼ (2e)2

AkBT

(
1

1 + ρ2 exp
(

	G
kBT

)

+ 1

1 + ρ−2 exp
(

	G
kBT

)
)−2

(12a)

in accordance with Eq. (9), because n1 = −n2 = −2, Z1 =
−Z2 = 2, A1 = A2 = A, and 	G00

1 = 	G00
2 = 	G. Thus, the

physical state calculated for ρ = 1 coincides with the state
calculated for 1/ρ. Therefore, hereafter we analyze the case
0 � ρ � 1 only. The condition 0 � ρ � 1 is more easily
realizable experimentally in comparison with the condition
0 � ρ < ∞. We also note that the built-in field

ESI(T, ρ, h) = −ESI

(
T,

1

ρ
, h

)
∼ 2e

A

(
1

1 + ρ2 exp
(

	G
kBT

)

− 1

1 + ρ−2 exp
(

	G
kBT

)
)

(12b)

in accordance with Eq. (10b), so it vanishes at ρ → 1 and
changes its sign under the condition ρ → 1

ρ
[see Fig. 1(d) for

details].

In accordance with Table III, 	G00
i

kBT > 4 for 	G00
i � 0.1 eV

and |T | < 500 K, making the factor exp( 	G00
i

kBT ) � 1 in the
actual temperature range. Therefore, the surface charge en-
tropy S(T, ρ, h) can strongly change with pressure. Actually,
S(T, ρ, h) is minimal for ρ = 1, namely S(T, 1, h) � 1 at
T = 200 K. At the same time, S(T, ρ, h) increases monoton-
ically with ρ deviation from unity reaching several hundred
at ρ = 10−6 and T = 500 K [see Fig. 1(c) for details]. Hence
the multiplier (1 + S(T, ρ, h)) can significantly increase the
absolute value of the negative coefficient (a1(T ) − 2Q12um

s11+s12
). As

a result, the coefficient b3(T, ρ, h, um ) can become more neg-
ative than b1(T, um). The circumstance opens the possibility
of the out-of-plane polarization emergence at high (ρ � 1) or
low (ρ � 1) partial oxygen pressures in ultrathin multiaxial
FE films. Below we will demonstrate the possibility and ana-
lyze the conditions of its appearance.

IV. RESULTS

A. Phase diagrams in coordinate temperature-mismatch strain

The temperature-mismatch phase diagram calculated for a
thick multiaxial FE film covered with perfect electrodes is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The film is short-circuited, i.e., Ea = 0.
Since the gap and oxygen pressure effect are absent for the
film, the diagram is very similar to the diagram of a strained
BaTiO3 film calculated by Pertsev et al. [59]. The values of
the used constants are listed in Table II. The phase diagrams
are calculated using the formulas in Table I and visualized in
MATHEMATICA 12.2 [67].

There is a PE phase and three FE phases in Fig. 1(b),
namely the FEc phase with nonzero out-of-plane polarization
P3, the FEaa phase with nonzero in-plane polarization compo-
nents, P1 = P2, and the mixed FEr phase with nonzero P3 and
P1 = P2. The FEc phase is stable at compressive mismatch
strains um < 0 (mainly um < −0.5%), the PE phase is stable
at temperatures higher than 400 K and small |um| < 0.5%,
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FIG. 2. Typical phase diagrams of a multiaxial FE film in dependence on the temperature T and mismatch strain um. A red curve in the
plot (f) corresponds to the condition b3 = 0. The values of relative partial oxygen pressure ρ, gap thickness λ, and film thickness h are listed
for each plot. Other parameters are listed in Tables II and III; U = 0.

the FEaa phase is stable at tensile strains um > 0 (mainly
um > −0.5%), and the FEr phase is stable at T < 400 K and
|um| < 0.5%. The boundaries between these four phases are
straight lines, which cross in a single point, where all the
phases have the same value of free energy. In accordance
with Table I, the PE-FEaa boundary is given by the equation
b1(T, um) = 0, the PE-FEc boundary is given by the equation
b3(T, um) = 0, and the FEc-FEr and FEr-FEaa boundaries are
given by the equality of the corresponding energies.

For the prototype BaTiO3 parameters listed in Table II,
compressive strains support the out-of-plane polarization
component P3, since Q12 < 0 and the negative term − 2Q12um

s11+s12
decreases the coefficient b3 in Eq. (8a). Tensile strains support
the in-plane polarization components P1,2, since Q11 + Q12 >

0, and the negative term −um
Q11+Q12
s11+s12

decreases the coefficient
b1 in Eq. (8b).

The diagrams in Fig. 2 illustrate how the presence of
oxygen pressure (we set here ρ = 10−6) in the gap of width
λ = 0.4–2 nm can change the diagram shown in Fig. 1(b).
The diagrams in Figs. S1–S3, which are calculated for sev-
eral pressures ρ = 1, 10−2, 10−4, 10−6, a gap width λ =
0.2, 0.4, and 2 nm, and a film thickness h = 50, 25, and 10

nm, illustrate the trends shown in Fig. 2 in more detail.
The diagrams in Figs. S1–S3, calculated for the case of

zero total field, ESI + Ea = 0, contain the PE phase, shown
by a russet color. The built-in field vanishes at λ → 0 or/and
ρ → 1 [see Eq. (10b) for details]. When the value of ESI

increases (either with ρ deviation from unity or with an in-

crease in λ), the PE phase continuously transforms in the
electret-like FEI phase, the ferroionic features of which are
especially pronounced for thin films (h < 20 nm) and wide
gaps (λ > 1 nm). Since ESI gradually changes with pressure
ρ and temperature T , the boundary between the FEI and PE
phases is diffuse [e.g., the remainder of PE is shown by a
russet color in Fig. 2(c)]. The classification of other FE phases,
listed in Table I, remains valid for ESI = 0, with the remark
that the FEaa phase includes the component P3 without hys-
teresis that is proportional to the acting field ESI + Ea. Note
that the diagrams plotted for ρ = 10−6 coincide with the ones
for ρ = 106, which is evident from Eqs. (3) and (9) for the
parameters listed in Table III.

The most important differences between the diagram in
Fig. 2(a), calculated for a relatively thick film (h = 50 nm)
and a narrow gap (λ = 0.4 nm), and the diagram in Fig. 1(b)
are the strongly curved boundary between the FEr and FEaa
phases, the slightly curved boundary between the FEc and FEr
phases, and, equally important, the wider region of the FEaa
phase in Fig. 1(b). The curved phase boundaries reflect the
nonlinear nature of the SH model for the surface charge, and
the curvature increases strongly with the decrease in the film
thickness [compare Fig. 2(a) for h = 50 nm with Fig. 2(b)
for h = 25 nm]. For ultrathin films, the region of FEr phase
stability becomes small and acquires the shape of a rounded
triangle, and the FEc phase becomes “reentrant,” since the
second region of the phase appears at 250 < T < 350 K and
um < −0.5% [see Fig. 2(c) for h = 10 nm]. The reentrant
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FEc phase appears for wider gaps (λ = 2 nm) and borders
with FEI and FEr phases, at which one of the boundaries is
strongly curved [see Fig. 2(d) for h = 50 nm]. The area of the
reentrant FEc phase decreases very weakly for thinner films
with a wider gap [compare Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) for h = 25 nm
and h = 10 nm, respectively].

To summarize, the diagrams shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(f) look
very different from the diagram shown in Fig. 1(b), and the
most interesting feature is the appearance of FEc reentrant
phases and FEI phases. For wide gaps, the reentrant FEc
phases have an unusual curved shape, shown in Figs. 2(c)–
2(f). The reentrance originates from the surface screening by
oxygen ions. Mathematically, the features are defined by the
dependence of the coefficient b3 on the variables T and ρ

[see Eq. (8a) for details]. The coefficient contains the strongly
varying factor 1 + S(T, ρ, h). The temperature-pressure color
maps of the surface charge entropy S(T, ρ, h) are shown
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The behavior of S(T, ρ, h) defines
the nonmonotonic dependence of the coefficient b3 on T .
b3(T, ρ, h, um ) can change its sign several times for com-
pressive strains um < 0 if ρ � 1 (or ρ � 1). In accordance
with Table I, the condition b3(T, ρ, h, um ) = 0 gives us the
boundaries between the PE and FEc phases. However, it ap-
peared that the same condition corresponds to the boundary
between the FEr and FEaa phases with a very high accuracy
[an example of such a boundary is shown by a red line in
Fig. 2(f)]. The explanation of the result is the following.
Per Table I, the boundary between the FEr and FEaa phases

is given by the equivalence of their energies, − b2
1

(2b11+b12 ) =
−b2

3(2b11+b12 )−4b2
1b33+4b1b3b13

4((2b11+b12 )b33−b2
13 )

. Putting b3 = 0 on the right-hand

side, we obtain the expression −b2
1

(2b11+b12 )− b2
13

b33

, which is almost

equal to the left-hand side, since the strong inequality, b2
13

b33
�

2b11 + b12, is valid.
Hence the differences between Figs. 2(d)–2(f) and Fig. 1(b)

evidently originate from the surface ions, the influence of
which is controlled by the parameter ρ and finite-size effects,
whose strength is controlled by the film thicknesses h and gap
width λ, respectively. The reentrant phase and other features
are observed for compressed films (e.g., for um < −0.2%),
since the compressive strain supports the out-of-plane polar-
ization component P3 [59], and only P3 is sensitive to the
screening provided by the surface ions. Hence, we focus on an
analysis of the influence of ρ, h, and λ on the phase diagrams
and the polar and dielectric properties of the compressed
multiaxial ferroelectric films.

The common features of the diagrams shown in Figs. 2(c)–
2(f) are the unusual parabolic-like shape of the reentrant FEc
phase region, the straight boundary between the FEI/PE and
FEaa phases, the curved boundary between the FEc and FEr
phases, and a single point, where all stable phases (FEI, FEc,
Fer, and FEaa) coexist. All these features originate from the
surface screening by oxygen ions. Mathematically, the fea-
tures are defined by the dependences of the coefficients b3,
b33, and b13 on the variables T and ρ [see Eqs. (8) for details].
As was discussed above, the coefficients contain the surface
charge entropy S(T, ρ, h), which diverges at T → 0 and de-
creases monotonically with an increase in T . As a result, the

coefficient b3 depends nonmonotonically on T and can change
its value several times at a fixed ρ value. The condition b3 = 0
gives us the “reentrant” boundaries between the FEI and FEc
phases and the FEr and FEaa phases; an example is shown by
a red line in Fig. 4(f).

B. Chemical control of the extrinsic size effect

Typical phase diagrams of a compressed multiaxial FE
film in dependence on the temperature T , relative partial
oxygen pressure ρ, film thickness h, and gap width λ are
shown in Fig. 3. They are calculated for a compressed strain
um = −0.25%. The values of T , ρ, h, and λ are listed for
each plot. Similar to Fig. 2, the diagrams calculated for the
case of a compensated built-in field, ESI + Ea = 0, contain
the PE phase and three FE phases, FEc, FEaa, and FEr. When
ESI = 0, the PE phase transforms the electret-like FEI phase
in thin films. The boundary between the FEI (shown by a sand
color) and PE (shown by a russet color) phases is diffuse,
especially for a narrow gap (λ = 0.4 nm). Different parts of
Fig. 3 show how the boundaries of the PE, FEI, and different
FE phases depend on the film thickness and gap width.

Figure 3(a) shows the film phase diagram in coordinates
h and ρ, calculated for room temperature and a narrow gap
λ = 0.4 nm. Here the PE phase is located at ρ very close
to unity, and the film thickness is less than the critical value,
h < hcr. The FEc phase is stable for h > hcr, and the critical
value hcr depends strongly on ρ for thin films, but it becomes
ρ-independent when h exceeds 35 nm (see the vertical dashed
line). The FEr phase is stable at ρ � 1 and film thickness
more than the characteristic value hFEr, which dependence
on ρ is rather weak. The region of FEr phase increases very
slightly with an increase in h.

Figure 3(b) is the film phase diagram in coordinates λ

and ρ, calculated for room temperature and a film thickness
h = 25 nm. The FEc phase is stable for λ < λcr, and the
critical value λcr is ρ-independent for narrow gaps, but it
becomes ρ-dependent when λ exceeds 0.6 nm (see the vertical
dashed line). The FEr phase is stable at ρ � 1 and a gap
thickness more than the specific value λFEr, which dependence
on ρ is rather weak. The region of FEr phase increases very
moderately with an increase in λ. Notably, a relatively simple
analytical expression for λcr can be derived from the condition
b3 = 0 [see Eq. (8a)]:

λcr (T, ρ, h) ∼=
2ε0εd h

( 2Q12um

s11+s12
− a1(T )

)
1 + h

(
a1(T ) − 2Q12um

s11+s12

) ∑
i=1,2

(eZi fi (T,ρ ))2

AikBT

.

(13)
Figure 3(c) is the film phase diagram in coordinates T

and h, calculated for ρ = 10−6 and a gap width λ = 0.4 nm.
The FEaa phase is stable at temperatures T < 300 K and
h < 22 nm. The FEaa-FEI boundary is a straight horizontal
line, while the FEaa-FEr boundary is sharply curved. The FEr
phase exists at temperatures slightly higher than 300 K and a
film thickness higher than 5–20 nm. The FEc phase occupies
the widest temperature region (about 200 K in width) between
the FEr and FE phases. The FEI phase, which becomes almost
indistinguishable from the PE phase with an increase in h,
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occupies the high-temperature region. The four phases (FEI,
FEc, Fer, and FEaa) coexist in a single point.

Figure 3(d) is the film phase diagram in coordinates T
and λ calculated for ρ = 10−6 and a film thickness h = 25
nm. The small region of the FEaa phase, which is stable
at temperatures T < 240 K and λ > 0.9 nm, borders with
the FEr phase, which occupies the widest region at the dia-
gram. The FEaa-FEr boundary is a steep curve that saturates
with an increase in λ. The FEr phase, which is stable in the
temperature range between 300 and 420 K, enlarges its area
significantly with a decrease in λ. The FEr-FEc boundary is a
smooth curve with a flexion. The FEc phase, which is stable in
the temperature range between 300 and 500 K, has a straight
boundary with the FEI phase that is a horizontal line T = 500
K. The FEI phase occupies the high-temperature region above
500 K.

Expressions (8a), (9), and (12) explain the λ and h size
effects of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3. In particular,
the interplay between the first term λ h

ε0(εd h+λεb
33 )

in the surface

charge entropy S(T, ρ, h) and the last term λ

ε0(εd h+λεb
33 )

in

Eq. (8a) is responsible for the monotonic increase followed
by the saturation of λ- and h-dependences of the boundaries
between the FEr and FEc phases. Also, the expressions de-
scribe the behavior of the FEI-FEc boundary at either h < hcr

or λ > λcr in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. These size
factors can also explain the shape of the FEI-FEc and FEc-FEr
boundaries in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. However, the
boundaries between the FEaa and FEr phases, which have a
complex shape, cannot be described by the above-mentioned
size dependences, but rather by a complex dependence of
the surface charge entropy S(T, ρ, h) on the temperature and
pressure.

The diagrams in Fig. 3 show the possibility to select ac-
tual ranges of the film thickness and the gap width for the
observation of different FE and FEI phases, and their un-
usual sequences, including reentrance, and for the control
of the phase diagrams, which is most important for various
applications. For the material parameters listed in Tables II
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U = 0; other parameters are listed in Tables II and III.

and III, the actual range is h = 10–50 nm and λ = 0.4−2 nm.
In experiment, the film thickness h, the gap width λ, and the
mismatch strain um are fixed, while the temperature T and
relative partial oxygen pressure ρ are variables. Thus, below
we analyze the diagrams in dependence on T and ρ for fixed
h, λ, and um values within the actual range.

Typical phase diagrams of a multiaxial FE film in depen-
dence on the temperature T and pressure ρ are shown in Fig. 4
for several film thicknesses h, and narrow (λ = 0.4 nm, the
top row) and wider (λ = 2 nm, the bottom row) gaps. The
diagrams in Figs. S4–S6, which are calculated for several mis-
match strains um, λ, and h, illustrate the trends shown in Fig. 4
in more detail. For a narrow gap, wide regions of the FEr and
FEc phases are stable in thick BaTiO3 films. The regions of
FEI and PE phases are small and located at ρ close to unity
[Fig. 4(a)]. Under the thickness decrease from 50 to 10 nm, the
FEr phase gradually transforms into the FEaa phase, and the
region of the FEc phase becomes smaller, being substituted by
a wider region of the FEI phase [compare Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)
with 4(a)].

For a wide gap, the large regions of the FEaa and FEI/PE
phases are stable in both thick and thin BaTiO3 films [see
Figs. 4(d)–4(f)]. Under a thickness decrease from 50 to 10 nm,
the area of the FEc and FEr phases decreases; in particular, a
part of the FEc phase gradually transforms into the FEI phase,
and a part of the FEr phase becomes the FEaa phase [compare
Figs. 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f)].

The common features of the diagrams shown in Figs. 4(c)–
4(f) are the parabolic-like shape of the FEc+FEr phases
region, the straight boundary between the FEI/PE and FEaa
phases, the curved boundary between FEc and FEr phases,

and a single point, where all stable phases (FEI, FEc, Fer, and
FEaa) coexist. As was mentioned above (see the comments
regarding Fig. 2), these features originate from the surface
screening by oxygen ions. The condition b3 = 0 gives us the
boundaries between FEI and FEc phases, and FEr and FEaa
phases; an example is shown by a red line in Fig. 4(b).

C. Quasistatic field dependences of polarization, dielectric
permittivity, and piezoelectric coefficients

To illustrate the polar, dielectric, and piezoelectric prop-
erties of the FEI, FEc, Fer, and FEaa phases, which can be
stable in thin multiaxial FE films covered with ions, we cal-
culated and analyzed corresponding quasistatic dependences
on the applied voltage U using Eqs. (11). Since we consider
that εd h � λεb

33, the acting field Ea(U, h) = − εdU
εd h+λεb

33
is ap-

proximately equal to the external electric field Ee = −U
h [see

Eq. (10c) for details].
Quasistatic dependences of the out-of-plane polarization

P3, dielectric permittivity ε33, and piezoelectric coefficient d33

on the external electric field Ee are shown in Fig. 5 for several
values of the film thickness and partial oxygen pressures. The
parameters λ = 2 nm, um = −0.25%, and T = 350 K are cho-
sen in such way that the hysteresis behavior of polarization,
the double maxima of permittivity, and the piezocoefficient
exist for pressures far from unity, ρ = (10−6−10−5), and
they disappear for pressures closer to unity, ρ = (10−4−1)
(compare the different curves in Fig. 5). The dependences
with no hysteresis are left-shifted due to the built-in field ESI,
and the shift significantly increases with the decrease in film
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FIG. 5. Quasistatic dependences of the out-of-plane polarization P3 (a), (b), (c), dielectric permittivity ε33 (d), (e), (f), and piezoelectric
coefficient d33 (g), (h), (i) on external electric field Ee calculated for several values of the film thickness 50 nm (a), (d), (g), 25 nm (b), (e), (h),
and 10 nm (c), (f), (i) and partial oxygen pressures ρ = 10−6 (black curves), 10−5 (red curves), 10−4 (magenta curves), 10−3 (blue curves), and
10−1 (green curves). Parameters: λ = 2 nm, um = −0.25%, and T = 350 K; other parameters are listed in Tables II and III.

thickness, as explained by the size factor λ

ε0(εd h+λεb
33 )

in Eq.

(10b) for ESI. The shift is the most pronounced indicator of the
FEI phase. However, the shift exists and becomes noticeable
for the FE hysteresis loops calculated at ρ � 10−4 when the
film becomes thinner (compare the black and red loops in
Fig. 5).

It is important for applications that d33 is significantly
enhanced for ρ = (10−6 − 10−5) in the region of coercive
fields [see the red and black curves in Figs. 5(g)–5(i)]. To
quantify the enhancement effect, we need to consider (or
exclude) the role of domain formation in the presence of sur-
face ions. Indeed, domain formation can appear in multiaxial

FE films [68–71] under incomplete screening of their polar-
ization. In the considered case, domain formation is likely
for near-equilibrium oxygen pressures (10−2 < ρ < 102) and
wide gaps (λ > 1 nm). However, the case ρ → 1 is not of
our interest, because the reentrant phases and enhanced polar
properties correspond to ρ = (10−6−10−5).

The field dependences of the in-plane polarization com-
ponents P1 and P2, dielectric permittivity ε13 and ε23, and
piezoelectric coefficient d13 and d23 are shown in Fig. S8
for the film thickness h = 50, 25, and 10 nm and relative
pressure ρ = 10−6. The dependences are calculated for the
same parameters as the dependences in Fig. 5. The purpose
of Fig. S8 is to illustrate the butterflylike shape of P1 and
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FIG. 6. Quasistatic dependences of the out-of-plane polarization P3 (a), (b), (c), dielectric constant ε33 (d), (e), (f), and piezoelectric
coefficient d33 (g),(h), (i) on external electric field Ee calculated for several values of film thickness 50 nm (a), (d), (g), 25 nm (b), (e), (h), and
10 nm (c), (f ), (i), and temperatures T = 250 (black curves), 300 (red curves), 350 (magenta curves), 400 (blue curves), and 450 K (green
curves). Parameters λ = 2 nm, um = −0.25%, and ρ = 10−6; other parameters are listed in Tables II and III.

P2 hysteresis loops in the FEaa and FEr phases, the specific
hysteresis of d13 and d23 in the phases, and their changes with
the decrease in thickness and the variation in oxygen pressure.
The butterflylike P1,2 loops, as well as d13 and d23 loops, are
also shifted by the built-in field ESI, and the shift increases
with the decrease in film thickness.

Together, the results presented in Figs. 5 and S8 point to
the possibility of controlling the appearance and features of
ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric hysteresis in mul-
tiaxial FE films covered by surface ions by varying their
concentration via the partial oxygen pressure.

Quasistatic dependences of the out-of-plane polarization
P3, the dielectric constant ε33, and the piezoelectric coefficient
d33 on the external electric field Ee are shown in Fig. 6 for
several values of the film thickness and temperatures, λ = 2
nm, um = −0.25%, and ρ = 10−6. The parameters are cho-
sen in such way that the hysteresis behavior of polarization,
the double maxima of permittivity, and the piezocoefficient
exist in the temperature range 290–480 K for thin films and
in a slightly wider range 250–500 K for thicker films. The
temperature range corresponds mainly to the reentrant FEc
phase, and so the coercive field is maximal in the middle of the
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range (compare the different curves in Fig. 6). Both the curves
without hysteresis and the hysteresis loops are left-shifted due
to the built-in field ESI, and the shift increases significantly
with the decrease in the film thickness and the increase in
temperature. The shift of the curves with no hysteresis is the
most pronounced indicator of the FEI phase (compare the
black curves for different film thicknesses).

The field dependences of the in-plane polarization com-
ponents P1 and P2, the dielectric permittivity ε13 and ε23,
and the piezoelectric coefficient d13 and d23 are shown in
Figs. S9–S11 for film thickness h = 50, 25, and 10 nm. The
dependences are calculated for the same parameters as the
dependences in Fig. 6. The purpose of Figs. S9–S11 is to
illustrate the transformations of P1 and P2 E-dependences,
which happen in the FEI, FEaa, and FEr phases with changes
of the film thickness and temperature.

Generally, the results presented in Figs. 6 and S9–S11 point
to the temperature control of the appearance and features of
ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric hysteresis in multi-
axial FE films covered by surface ions.

D. Multiobjective Bayesian exploration with Gaussian process

We carried out a detailed investigation of both the phase
and the minimum free energy of a multiaxial FE film in
dependence on the temperature T and mismatch strain um, as
shown in Fig. 7 with further detailed figures and formulations
as explained in Appendix D of the Supplemental Material.
The COLAB code is available in [72].

We started by configuring the phase and minimum free-
energy map with an exhaustive grid search. Due to the
high computational cost, it is feasible only to obtain a low-
sampling grid search (here we did a 10 × 10 map). However,
it is also evident that in order to understand these functional-
ities in depth and to identify potentially interesting physics
in a given parameter space, a low-sampling grid search is
not sufficient. This will only yield a high-level picture, with
a likelihood of overlooking some key features (maximum or
minimum values) of the functionalities within the unknown
parameter space, especially if the key features are confined
to a very narrow area. Thus, for the problem of learning
different functionalities in an unknown parameter space, a
generalized approach is required that has the flexibility to
trade off between learning accuracy and cost (computational).
These challenges motivated us to develop a multiobjective
Bayesian optimization (MOBO) architecture in which first
each chosen functionality is replaced with a respective cheap
surrogate Gaussian process regression model, and then rapid
exploration/exploitation is attempted in order to learn a user-
specified interesting domain region through sequential sam-
pling by optimizing a multi-function-based acquisition func-
tion, thus reducing the cost of function evaluations. Bayesian
optimization (BO) is an emerging field of study in the area
of sequential design methods [73–75]. It has been considered
to be a global optimization tool with a low computational
cost that can be used for design problems that have expensive
and/or black-box objective functions. Since BO is a broad
approach, and to align to the scope of the paper, we provide
the readers with a summarized illustration in the Supplemental
Material (Appendix D) for a conceptual understanding. The

BO approach has been widely used in many machine learn-
ing problems [76–78]. MOBO is an extension of BO as we
considered learning multiple functionalities jointly in MOBO
(e.g., phase and energy), instead of a single one in BO.

To date, there are only a few applications of MOBO for
material discovery in optimizing multiple target properties,
considering both experimental and computer simulated data
[79]. MOBO has also been applied for efficient discovery
of the targeted materials, performed by a thermodynamically
consistent micromechanical model that predicts the materials
response based on its composition and microstructure [80].
Recently, a physics-driven MOBO was implemented for the
discovery of the optimal Pareto frontier between energy stor-
age and loss in interfacial-controlled ferroelectric materials
[50]. Unlike those applications, the goal here is to learn
the overall parameter space, thus we are not optimizing the
functions but want to learn the overall trend of the function-
alities. Thus, we build our acquisition function, suitable for
full exploration of both functionalities (phase and free energy)
jointly. For all the analysis shown in Fig. 7, the MOBO is
started by evaluating 20 randomly selected locations (sam-
ples) from the 2–4 LGD model using material parameters of
bulk BaTiO3 and stopped after 230 MOBO-guided evalua-
tions from a dense 50 × 50 map, with a total of 250 expensive
evaluations.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are the ground-state phase dia-
gram and the free energy, respectively, calculated using a
low-sampling (10 × 10) exhaustive grid search for the same
parameter space as in Fig. 1(b). As anticipated, the diagram in
Fig. 7(a) is a low-resolution analog of Fig. 1(b). We observe
four distinct phases: PE, FEc, FEaa, and FEr. Figures 7(c) and
7(d) are GP predicted dense (50 × 50) maps of phase and free
energy, respectively. Here the function evaluations were done
at the locations represented by filled dots in the figures. Thus,
we build the dense map with an evaluation of only 10% of
the total number of grids (250 out 2500). With um(%) close to
zero and with high (low) values of T , we find the PE (FEr)
phase(s). As the absolute value of um increases, the phase
changes to FEaa or FEc, respectively. For the respective free-
energy map, we obtain a higher-energy value for the PE and
FEr phases, and lower energy for the FEaa and FEc phases.
Figures S13(a) and S13(b) in the Supplemental Material are
the uncertainty maps for the respective GP-predicted maps in
Figs. 7(c) and 7(d).

Figures 7(e) and 7(f) are the ground-state phase diagram
and the free energy, respectively, calculated using a low-
sampling exhaustive grid search for the same parameter space
as in Fig. 2(a), and the diagram in Fig. 7(e) is a low-resolution
analog of Fig. 2(a). Figures 7(g) and 7(h) are the GP-predicted
dense map of phase and free energy, respectively. With um(%)
close to zero and with high (or low) values of T , we find
the PE (or FEr) phase. As the value of um increases in the
positive (or negative) direction, we see phase changes to FEaa
(or FEc). The trend is similar to the phase map in Fig. 7(d),
however the trend in the energy map is very different from
Fig. 7(g). Here, we obtain a higher-energy value for the PE,
FEaa, and FEr phases and lower energy for the FEc phase.
Figures S13(c) and S13(d) in the Supplemental Material are
the uncertainty maps for the respective GP predicted maps in
Figs. 7(g) and 7(h).
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FIG. 7. Joint exploration of the phase and minimum free-energy diagrams of a multiaxial FE film in dependence of the temperature T
and mismatch strain um. Parameter space: T (K) = [200, 500] and um(%) = [−1, 1]. The values of h, λ, ρ are the same for each column
corresponding to the parameter space for Figs. 1(b), 2(a), and 2(f), respectively. Maps (a), (e), (i) are the ground states of phase diagrams, and
maps (b), (f), (j) are the ground states of minimum free-energy diagrams calculated using low-sampling exhaustive grid search; maps (c,g,k)
are the predicted phases of dense maps of ground truth maps (a), (e), (i), and the maps (d), (h), (l) are the predicted energy dense maps of
ground truth maps (b), (f), (j). The filled dots in the predicted maps are the locations only where the function evaluation is done to build the
respective dense maps of the entire domain space. The numbers printed within the grids of the ground-state phase diagrams are as follows: PE,
1; FEa, 2; FEc, 3; FEaa, 4; FEac, 5; Fer, 6. Actually, FEa and FEac phases are absent. Other parameters are listed in Tables II and III.
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Figures 7(i) and 7(j) are the ground-state phase diagram
and the free energy, respectively, calculated using a low-
sampling exhaustive grid search for the same parameter space
as in Fig. 2(f), and the diagram in Fig. 7(i) is a low-resolution
analog of Fig. 2(f). Figures 7(k) and 7(l) are the GP-predicted
dense map of phase and free energy, respectively. With um(%)
close to zero and with high values of T , we find the PE phase.
We have another region of the PE phase where both values,
T and um, are lower. We find the FEaa phase mostly as um

increases in the positive direction and sometimes when um

is close to zero. Just like the PE phase, the reentrant FEc
phase also has two distinct regions mostly as um increases
in the negative direction, where these two FEc regions are
separated by the region of the FEr phase. Here, we obtain a
higher-energy value for the PE and FEaa phases, and lower
energy for the FEc and FEr phases. Figures S13(e) and S13(f)
in the Supplemental Material [55] are the uncertainty maps for
the respective GP-predicted maps in Figs. 7(k) and 7(l).

To sum up, the LGD-SH description of a multiaxial FE film
appears to be very promising for MOBO. Such an approach
with its very low computational cost—that allows for high-
resolution learning of any unknown space, provides a good
balance between accuracy and cost, and has the option to cap-
ture the uncertainty in learning the parameter space—builds a
key framework for the treatment of potential experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

Using the LGD-SH approach, we described the electro-
chemical switching and rotation of a polarization vector in
a ferroelectric film covered by surface ions with a charge
density related with the partial oxygen pressure. We calculate
the phase diagrams, analyze the dependence of polarization
components on the applied voltage, and discuss the peculiar-
ities of quasistatic ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric
hysteresis loops in thin strained multiaxial ferroelectric films.

The nonlinear surface screening by oxygen ions makes the
phase diagrams very different from the known ones, with the
most interesting feature being the appearance of ferroelectric
reentrant phases. The common features of the diagrams are
the unusual parabolic-like shape of the reentrant FEc phase
region, the straight boundary between the FEI/PE and FEaa
phases, the curved boundary between the FEc and FEr phases,
and a single point, where all stable phases (FEI, FEc, Fer, and
FEaa) coexist. The LGD-SH description of a multiaxial FE
film appears very promising for MOBO, being important for
the treatment of potential experiments.

Both hysteresis-less curves and hysteresis loops of polar-
ization vector and piezoelectric tensor components are shifted
due to the built-in field induced by the surface ions, and the

shift significantly increases with the film thickness decrease
and temperature increase. The shift of the hysteresis-less
curves is the most pronounced indicator of the FEI phase.
Obtained results point to the possibility of controlling the
appearance and features of ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezo-
electric hysteresis in multiaxial FE films covered by surface
ions by varying their concentration via the partial oxygen
pressure.

We also predict the enhanced properties at the polarization
rotation, and to quantify the effect, we need to explore the
role of domain formation in the presence of surface defects,
which can appear in multiaxial FE films [68–70] under incom-
plete screening conditions. In the considered case, domain
formation is likely for the near-equilibrium relative oxygen
pressures and wide gaps. However, the region of pressures
is far from our interest, because the reentrant phases and
enhanced polar properties correspond to high oxygen excess
or deficiency. Not less important can be the interplay between
the proximity to the polarization rotation boundary and the
emergence of nanoscale phase separation [81].
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